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The electrochemical reduction of CO2 (CO2R) to value-added 
chemicals utilizing renewable energy provides a sustainable 
route to the generation of fuels and chemicals while simul-

taneously mitigating CO2 emissions1,2. Of the products that can be 
generated from CO2R, multicarbon (C2+) products are the most 
desirable due to their industrial value as a chemical feedstock3,4. 
Among the catalysts explored for CO2R, only Cu-containing mate-
rials have demonstrated the capacity to generate C2+ products, and 
many previous studies have aimed to develop catalysts exhibiting 
enhanced rates for C2+ generation. In the reaction of CO2 to C2+ on 
Cu, the kinetics of the rate-determining step, which dictates the par-
tial current density for C2+ products (jC2+)5–9, depends on the adsorp-
tion energy of adsorbed carbon monoxide (*CO) and, subsequently, 
on the *CO surface coverage (θ*CO)10–12. Therefore, recent work has 
attempted to increase the binding of *CO on Cu to increase the rate 
of conversion to C2+

6,13–16. Since θ*CO is determined by the concentra-
tion of CO near the catalyst, the yield of C2+ products on Cu can be 
enhanced by increasing local CO concentration12,17. In particular, 
for vapour-fed systems that do not suffer from the concern of low 
CO solubility in the electrolyte, an increase in CO partial pressure 
has been shown to directly result in enhanced C2+ production18.

Cascade CO2R systems, which integrate two consecutive steps of 
CO2-to-CO and CO-to-C2+ on two distinct catalytic sites, can inten-
sify the θ*CO on a Cu surface19–23. In these systems, one catalyst mate-
rial selectively converts CO2 to CO to provide an in situ source of 
CO that enhances θ*CO, and another Cu-containing catalyst performs 
C–C coupling. The state-of-the-art bimetallic tandem catalysts, 
such as Cu/Ag and Cu/FeTPP[Cl], exhibit substantially reduced 
overpotential, enhanced Faradaic efficiency (FE) to C2+ (~85%) and 
improved C2+ partial current density (jC2+ = ~300 mA cm−2) relative 

to pure Cu catalysts24,25. Since the θ*CO is often the limiting factor, 
higher jC2+ values can be achieved by increasing the local CO partial 
pressure (PCO) with increased CO generation rates12,26,27. However, if 
the rate of CO generation exceeds the rate of C–C coupling, CO uti-
lization and C2+ FE are diminished20,22,25,28. This trade-off presents a 
need to manage in situ CO formation to maximize the C2+ FE while 
still maintaining high jC2+

29,30.
Our previous studies have demonstrated the value of a layered 

gas-diffusion electrode (l-GDE) structure, in which a CO-selective 
catalyst layer (CL) is placed on top of a C2+-selective Cu CL29,30. The 
l-GDE was inspired by the higher reactant conversion in a plug-flow 
reactor (PFR) compared to that in a continuous-stirred-tank reac-
tor (CSTR) for reactions with a positive reaction order31. In a PFR, 
this enhancement in conversion results from increased residence 
time within the reactor. By creating a layered CL structure, it is 
possible to concentrate the CO at the CL/electrolyte interface and 
dimerize CO progressively along the through-plane direction of the 
GDE, imitating the reactant concentration profile in a PFR. This 
layered structure intensifies the local θ*CO within the Cu CL and 
boosts jC2+ by a factor of 1.2 compared to that for a pure Cu GDE30. 
Unfortunately, the l-GDE only controls the PCO profile along the 
through-plane direction at the micrometre scale and fails to manage 
the PCO profile along the electrode length direction at the centimetre 
scale. Consequently, there is an opportunity for further enhance-
ment of θ*CO and jC2+.

Here, we present a segmented gas-diffusion electrode (s-GDE) 
structure for selective CO2R to C2+. The s-GDE integrates a 
CO-selective CL segment at the inlet end of the GDE and a Cu CL 
segment down the rest of the GDE, enabling spatial management of 
θ*CO in-plane along the length of the electrode. The PCO is enhanced 
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at the inlet area, and meanwhile the CO residence time is maximized, 
leading to concurrently enhanced overall C2+ FE and jC2+. The map-
ping of CO2 R performance down the length of the electrode and 
the multiphysics modelling further prove the intimate correlation 
between the PCO and jC2+, showing that the jC2+ achieves a maximum 
at the inlet area and gradually decays with the consumption of CO 
generated on the CO-selective catalyst (that is, declining PCO). Based 
on the insights gained and to prove their universality, we developed 
an s-GDE consisting of Cu and single-atom iron (Fe-N-C) CL seg-
ments capable of achieving 90% C2+ FE at jC2+ exceeding 1 A cm−2. 
This work provides an in-depth understanding of design principles 
of tandem electrodes that simultaneously enhance selectivity and 
productivity towards C2+ products.

results
Design of the s-GDE. Two structures of s-GDEs (stacked and copla-
nar) comprising Ag and Cu CL segments were designed, as shown 
in Fig. 1a,b. In the stacked configuration, the Cu and Ag CL seg-
ments are present in distinct layers in both the length (y axis) and 
through-plane (z axis) directions. In the coplanar configuration, the 
Cu and Ag CL segments are in a single layer in the z direction but 
are still distinct in the y direction. In both cases, the Ag CL seg-
ment aligns with the CO2 gas inlet to enable rapid conversion of the 
incoming CO2 into a supplementary CO supply that enhances the 
θ*CO and can be converted to C2+ products over the subsequent Cu 
CL segment (analogous to reactant conversion in a PFR) (Fig. 1d).

Along-the-channel conversion of generated CO in a s-GDE. To 
understand the relationship between the PCO and the rate of CO con-
version, we performed a series of experiments that enabled tracking 
of the local PCO and the jC2+ within individual segments along the 
length (y direction) of the s-GDE. Using the stacked s-GDE as a model 

geometry, the change of the local PCO and C2+ productivity along the y 
axis was mapped indirectly by measuring the CO outflow rate and the 
jC2+ from six modified s-GDEs (see Methods for details). The result-
ing modified s-GDEs (E1 to E6) are 0.50 cm wide and possess a con-
densed 0.2 cm long Ag CL stacked on top of a Cu CL that varies from 
0.2 (E1) to 2.0 cm (E6) (Fig. 2a). CO2R performance of these six elec-
trodes (E1 to E6) was evaluated in a membrane-electrode-assembly 
(MEA) electrolyser (see Methods for details).

By plotting the FE enhancements observed by extending 
the length of the Cu CL (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 1), it is 
observed that as the Cu CL segment is extended from E1 to E6, the 
FE to CO gradually declines from 65.5 to 6.2%, while the overall 
FE of C2+ products rises from 33.2 to 82.0%. The FE to a specific 
C2+ product (C2H4, C2H5OH, CH3COO− and C3H7OH) exhibits 
similar behaviour to the overall C2+ FE (Supplementary Fig. 4). This 
trend indicates that as the Cu CL is extended, the residence time 
of CO (generated within the Ag CL) increases within the Cu CL 
thereby enabling better conversion to C2+ products. However, the 
FE gradient (|∆FE/∆L|) of both CO and C2+ products declines as 
the Cu CL length increases, indicating that there is a length beyond 
which no further FE enhancements are observed because all the 
in situ-generated CO has been consumed. This theory is further 
corroborated by plotting the CO utilization, defined as the per-
centage of CO generated within the s-GDE that is converted to 
C2+ products (Supplementary Note 1) as a function of the Cu CL 
length. As shown in Fig. 2d, as the Cu CL length increases, the CO 
utilization towards C2+ formation increases, achieving a maximum  
value of 0.82.

To understand the enhancements in conversion, it is critical to 
understand the profile of the PCO and C2+ mass activity (defined as 
the partial current for C2+ products normalized by the mass load-
ing of Cu in the catalyst layer) within the modified s-GDE. The C2+ 
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mass activity decreases as the Cu CL length increases and more CO 
is converted to C2+ products (Fig. 2d). Therefore, the conversion of 
in situ-generated CO to C2+ leads to a decay in PCO down the length 
of the s-GDE (depicted in Fig. 2b). The corresponding decrease in 
mass activity to C2+ products as the electrode length increases also 
suggests that jC2+ is largely dependent on the local concentration 
of CO, rather than the local concentration of fed CO2, which, due 
to the high stoichiometry of the feed gas (~10 times the amount 
of CO2 required to achieve stoichiometric conversion at 1 A cm−2 
of CO2R), will be relatively constant throughout the s-GDE32,33. It 
is important to note that the electrochemically active surface area 
(ECSA) increases linearly with the Cu CL length (Supplementary 
Fig. 5). Therefore, the increase in ECSA alone upon extending the 
Cu CL is insufficient to explain the non-linear trends observed for 
the CO and C2+ partial current densities (Supplementary Fig. 4), 
providing further evidence that the enhanced residence time of 
in situ-generated CO in the extended Cu CL enables improved θ*CO 
and thus jC2+. It is noteworthy that while there is probably a large 
amount of CO generated in the Cu CL (Supplementary Fig. 6 and 
Supplementary Note 2), it appears that the trends in jC2+ are largely 
driven by the residence time of the in situ-generated CO. Placing 
the CO-selective catalyst at the inlet of the s-GDE leverages the 
along-the-channel transport within the MEA to distribute and sub-
sequently further reduce the generated CO from the Ag. However, 
for the l-GDE, the in situ-generated CO can more easily exit the Cu 
CL before conversion.

To elucidate further the interplay between the local PCO and the 
rate of C2+ generation in the s-GDE, the local CO flow rate was 
plotted versus jC2+ for each subsegment, as shown in Fig. 2e (see 
Methods for details). The subsegment Si is defined as the difference 
of the Cu CL segments between two consecutive electrodes, and all 
subsegments are labelled schematically in Fig. 2b. The gas feedstock 
flows from S1 to S6. The local CO flow rate in Fig. 2e represents 
the outlet flow rate for the full electrode Ei, which is indicative of 
the local CO flow rate and the PCO in each subsegment Si. Because 
these flow rates represent the outlet flow rates exiting from the last 
segment in each electrode, the CO flow rates measured here consist 
only of the CO generated in the s-GDE that is not consumed to form 
C2+ products. Most of the generated CO in these tandem electrodes 
is consumed to form C2+ products, explaining the low calculated 
outlet CO flow rates.

The local CO flow rate gradually decreases by 73% from S1 to 
S6 in the s-GDE due to the CO consumption. As expected, this 
decline is accompanied by the decrease of jC2+ from 749.2 (S1) to 
450.0 mA cm−2 (S6). Nonetheless, while the jC2+ decreases from S1 
to S6, the FE to C2+ products increases from S1 to S6. This appar-
ent contradiction can be explained as follows. Because of the large 
source of supplemental CO from the Ag catalyst, S1 possesses the 
highest local CO concentration and thus the largest C2+ current 
density. However, as discussed previously, most of the CO in S1 is 
not properly utilized. Therefore, even though this segment gener-
ates a substantial amount of CO, a substantial amount of that CO 
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Fig. 2 | Along-the-channel conversion of generated CO in a s-GDe. a, Schematic of the s-GDE preparation procedure. The geometries of six s-GDEs 
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brown) and C2+ products (dark red) versus the Cu CL length at a cathodic potential of −0.70 V versus reversible hydrogen electrode (rHE), calculated by 
subtracting the anode potential from the Ir-corrected applied cell voltage (Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3). d, CO utilization towards C2+ formation (light 
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exits the segment before it is converted to C2+ products, explaining 
the low C2+ FE and high CO FE.

When performing the same analysis of the relationship between 
local CO flow rate and C2+ productivity in subsegments of l-GDEs 
(see Methods for details), similar behaviour is observed. These 
modified l-GDE electrodes (E1 to E6) possess stacked Ag and Cu 
CLs of equal length that vary from 0.20 cm (E1) to 2.00 cm (E6) 
(Supplementary Figs. 7–9) with the Ag and Cu mass of E6 for the 
l-GDE and s-GDE being equivalent. As the CO flow rate in the l-GDE 
increases, the jC2+ increases at a rate identical to that of the s-GDE, 
with both the plots of the s-GDE and l-GDE CO flow rates versus 
C2+ current densities possessing linear slopes of 5 × 109 C m−2 mol−1. 
The fact that the trend of the subsegment jC2+ exhibits a linear rela-
tionship with the local CO flow rate supports our hypothesis that 
the C2+ production rate depends primarily on PCO. However, it is 
important to note that at an equivalent CO flow rate, the l-GDE 
possesses lower C2+ current density than the s-GDE, which is due to 
differences in the in situ CO management along the y axis. Due to 
the more PFR-like nature of the s-GDE, the residence time, and thus 
the rate of conversion, is higher for the s-GDE than for the l-GDE, 
even for equivalent CO flow rates. The enhanced concentration of 
CO and θ*CO in the s-GDE structure promotes greater jC2+.

Effect of Cu:Ag area ratio on s-GDEs for CO2 reduction. To 
further assess the impact of the spatial management of CO con-
centration on the rate of C2+ production within s-GDEs, five dif-
ferent stacked Cu/Ag s-GDEs with varying ratios of Cu and Ag CL 
areas were prepared and tested. The area of the Cu CL was held at 
1.00 cm2, while the Ag CL had the same width, but its length was 
varied from 0.10 cm to 2.00 cm (that is, its area varied from 0.05 
to 1.00 cm2) (Fig. 3a,b). These s-GDEs are denoted as Cu/Ag (x:y) 
s-GDE, where x and y represent the area of the Cu and Ag CLs, 
respectively. A pure Cu GDE was also prepared for comparison. The 
mass of Cu was maintained at 0.40 mg while the corresponding Ag 
mass was optimized to maximize CO utilization rates and kept the 
same for all s-GDEs (Supplementary Fig. 10). Because the Ag mass 
is kept constant for all Ag CL areas, the thickness of the Ag CL seg-
ment grows as its area shrinks. Figure 3c,d shows the cross-sectional 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-dispersive spec-
troscopy (EDS) of the overlapping section of the two CLs in the Cu/
Ag (1.00:0.05) s-GDE, which has the thickest Ag CL in this study. 
The total thickness of the CL in the overlapping area is ~2.0 μm, 
including 0.5 μm for the Ag CL, which is still thin enough so as not 
to produce mass-transport limitations, in accordance with our pre-
vious work29,30.

As shown in Fig. 3e,f, all s-GDEs offer an improved yield of C2+ 
products compared to the Cu GDE at an equivalent applied cell 
voltage. The product distributions, total current densities and par-
tial current density of C2+ products for all tested GDEs are shown 
in Supplementary Figs. 11 and 12. For the s-GDEs, both the FE 
of C2+ products (Fig. 3f) and jC2+ (Fig. 3e) rise gradually as the Ag 
CL area shrinks from 1.00 cm2 to 0.05 cm2. The Cu/Ag (1.00:0.05) 
s-GDE exhibits the highest C2+ FE and jC2+ because it produces the 
highest concentration of CO and, in accordance with the results 
shown in Fig. 2, achieves the highest CO utilization. The Cu/Ag 
(1.00:0.05) s-GDE achieves a maximum FE of C2+ of 86.1% and jC2+ 
of 559.5 mA cm−2 at a cell voltage of 3.16 V. The cell voltage reported 
here is IR compensated unless otherwise stated. The internal cell 
resistance varies with different contact resistances and membrane 
ionic resistance. IR compensation enables a more rigorous com-
parison of the kinetic performance between different tandem elec-
trodes by deconvoluting the variable effects of cell assembly and 
membrane conductivity. Moreover, the electrochemical testing 
used a strong alkaline anolyte (0.5 M KOH) to reduce the applied 
overpotential. Therefore, the cell voltages reported here are only 
for comparison with devices operated in similar conditions with IR 
correction. Nonetheless, these values correspond to a 1.7× increase 
in C2+ FE and a 2.7× increase in jC2+ compared to a pure Cu GDE at 
the same applied cell voltage. Supplementary Fig. 13 shows that the 
yields of C2H4 and C2H5OH as a function of Ag CL area follow simi-
lar trends. Notably, all s-GDEs exhibit lower FE and partial current 
density of CO than the Cu GDE (Supplementary Fig. 14), which 
translates to a greater CO utilization. Furthermore, the residence 
time of the in situ-generated CO was estimated for each s-GDE 
(Supplementary Note 3), demonstrating that the average residence 
time of the CO increases as the ratio of Cu/Ag area is increased. This 
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increase in the CO utilization and residence time for the s-GDE 
when compared to the Cu GDE implies that the increased θ*CO not 
only allows for greater conversion of the in situ-generated CO, but 
also enables increased conversion of the Cu-generated *CO inter-
mediates by mass action.

The value of θ*CO along the y axis is controlled by two critical 
factors, the area ratio and the spatial arrangement of the Cu and 
Ag CL segments. The Ag layer must be placed at the inlet to exploit 
the along-the-channel gradients and enhance θ*CO. However, the 
out-of-plane overlap between Cu and Ag CLs segments in the 
stacked s-GDE configuration is not necessarily required. Apart 
from the stacked Cu/Ag (1.00:0.05) s-GDE, an alternative s-GDE 
was prepared, which has coplanar Cu and Ag CL segments (Fig. 1b) 
with areas of 0.95 and 0.05 cm2, respectively. The coplanar Cu/Ag 
(0.95:0.05) s-GDE exhibits comparable activity and C2+ FE to the 
stacked Cu/Ag (1.00:0.05) s-GDE (Supplementary Fig. 15). This 
result demonstrates that along-the-channel gradients in the y direc-
tion dominate with regard to enhancing residence time and jC2+ 
rather than through-plane transport in the z direction.

Simulation of CO mass transport and adsorption in an s-GDE. 
A two-dimensional (2D) continuum model of the cathodic cham-
ber of the cell was developed to rationalize and guide the results 
and design, respectively. Multiple previous studies in aqueous elec-
trolytes have shown that the generation of C2+ products from CO 
follows an approximately first-order rate dependence on CO con-
centration at low CO partial pressures, for which the fraction of 
empty Cu sites is near unity2,9,26,34–38. This rate order is consistent 
with the linear trends observed in Fig. 2e and is consistent with 
previous experimental studies of CO reduction (COR)9,12,26,30,34. 
However, recent studies of vapour-phase COR have demonstrated 
that appreciable θ*CO can be achieved in porous catalyst layers, caus-
ing the rate order with respect to CO concentration to decrease as 
the partial pressure increases, a behaviour captured by a Langmuir 
adsorption model (Supplementary Fig. 16)12,30. This Langmuir 
adsorption model was implemented in a multiphysics simulation of 
gas-phase CO and CO2 transport within the s-GDE and flow chan-
nel (shown schematically in Fig. 4a) to estimate the local θ*CO in 
experimentally tested s-GDEs (see the Supplementary Methods for 
a more detailed discussion). It is important to note that the simu-
lation assumes the s-GDE behaves as a perfect tandem. In other 
words, all C2+ products are derived from CO generated over Ag, as 
opposed to the direct reduction of CO2 on Cu. While indeed a sim-
plification, this assumption is relatively consistent with the results 
shown in Fig. 2, which suggest that the trends in jC2+ are largely 
driven by the consumption of in situ-generated CO. Additionally, 
the results in Supplementary Fig. 12 demonstrate that at any given 
voltage, jC2+ is lower for the case of pure Cu GDE, thus implying that 
the rate of CO2 conversion is much slower than that of CO.

As shown in Fig. 4b and Supplementary Fig. 17, moving from an 
l-GDE (Cu/Ag 1.00:1.00) to an s-GDE with a highly concentrated Ag 
layer (Cu/Ag 1.00:0.05) increases the average value of θ*CO achieved 
within the catalyst layer. This phenomenon can be explained as fol-
lows. As the Cu:Ag area ratio increases, the formation of CO in the 
Ag CL occurs in a concentrated end near the inlet, thereby raising 
the local concentration of CO, resulting in an increased θ*CO locally 
near the Ag/Cu boundary that decays along the length of the Cu 
CL as CO is consumed to form C2+. This change in θ*CO profile with 
increasing Cu/Ag area ratio is reflected in the simulations shown 
in Fig. 4c and is consistent with the above results. Figure 4d shows 
the average θ*CO achieved in the CL as a function of the Cu/Ag area 
ratio at constant jC2+, demonstrating that for the same jC2+, the aver-
age θ*CO in the Cu CL increases as the length of the Ag layer shrinks. 
This increase in the average θ*CO enhances jC2+ by mass action and 
corresponds to a decrease in the required overpotential to achieve 
the identical C2+ current density, consistent with the shift in  

overpotential observed experimentally in Supplementary Fig. 12. 
The simulations provide evidence for the hypothesis that a higher 
average θ*CO is achieved in s-GDEs.

It is important to note, however, that the simulations do not 
predict an increase in the average value of θ*CO going from a Cu/
Ag area ratio of 1.00:0.25 to 1.00:0.05, despite the enhancement in 
the jC2+ observed experimentally. This discrepancy can be rational-
ized as follows. First, the simulation is 2D, and does not account for 
in-plane transport along the width of the electrode (x direction), 
because these gradients are probably small due to the uniformity of 
the s-GDE in the x direction. However, to capture fully the enhance-
ments going from Cu/Ag 1.00:0.25 to 1.00:0.05, it may be necessary 
to develop a full three-dimensional (3D) model that accounts for 
the serpentine flow channel. Secondly, when considering the aver-
age PCO in the Cu CL as a function of the area ratio (Supplementary 
Fig. 18), an increase is observed from 1.00:0.25 to 1.00:0.05. The 
fact that the average PCO continues to increase while the average θ*CO 
does not is because the rate order with respect to PCO is decreasing 
with increased partial pressure, and overconcentrating CO hampers 
CO redistribution and θ*CO as simulated. This turning point is not 
observed experimentally, suggesting that the fit Langmuir behav-
iour may not be fully accurate. Nonetheless, the simulation gener-
ally agrees with and explains the experimental results.

The simulations presented here underscore the importance of 
optimizing the flow rate of the CO2 feed gas in tandem catalysis. As 
shown in Supplementary Fig. 19, for a Cu/Ag (1.00:0.05) s-GDE there 
is an optimal CO2 flow rate of ~20 sccm for which a maximum aver-
age θ*CO can be achieved. This optimum feed flow rate matches that 
chosen for experiment and can be justified by analysis of the simu-
lated transport of CO generated in the Ag CL of an s-GDE. The CO 
generated over Ag transports out of the CL and back into the flow 
channel. In the flow channel, the CO2 acts as a carrier gas to provide 
convection of CO down the channel where it is re-distributed along 
the length of the Cu CL (Supplementary Fig. 20). Therefore, if the 
molar flow rate of the CO2 feed is too low, there is insufficient convec-
tive flux to carry the generated CO down the length of the channel 
where it can be adsorbed and react on the Cu CL segment. However, 
for an excessively high feed rate, the CO will be preferentially swept 
out of the flow channel, as opposed to being re-distributed into the 
Cu CL. The existence of an optimum molar flow rate of CO2 has been 
demonstrated in previous studies of CO2R on Cu21,39,40, and further 
demonstrates the importance of optimizing mass transport.

The compatibility between Cu and CO-selective catalysts. 
CO-selective catalysts, such as Ag, ZnO and emerging single-atom 
catalysts (for example, iron-nitrogen-carbon (Fe-N-C) nanostruc-
ture), exhibit dramatically different performance for CO evolution 
at a given applied voltage (Supplementary Fig. 21). The effec-
tiveness of the s-GDE requires compatible overpotentials to pro-
duce CO in the CO-selective CL and subsequently dimerize that 
CO in the Cu CL. To determine the optimal catalyst pairing, we 
compared s-GDE performance for three CO-selective catalysts: 
Ag, ZnO and Fe-N-C. For fair comparison, the catalyst loading, 
electrode structure and spatial orientation of the Cu/ZnO and Cu/
Fe-N-C s-GDEs were equivalent to those of the optimized Cu/
Ag (1.00:0.05) stacked s-GDE (Fig. 1a). Fe-N-C requires the low-
est overpotential for maximum C2+ production, followed by Ag 
and ZnO (Fig. 5a and Supplementary Figs. 22–24; Supplementary 
Fig. 22 demonstrates the full-cell voltage without IR correction). 
Therefore, the Cu/Fe-N-C s-GDE presents the greatest opportunity 
to generate C2+ products at low overpotential, achieving a maxi-
mum C2+ FE of 87.3% and jC2+ of 437.2 mA cm−2 at 2.89 V (Fig. 5a 
and Supplementary Fig. 23). The C2H4 FE accounts for 46.9% at 
this cell voltage (Supplementary Fig. 24).

Seeking to achieve higher jC2+ on the Cu/Fe-N-C s-GDE, both 
the Cu and Fe-N-C loadings were doubled (that is, Cu loading 
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of 0.80 mg cm−2). Since severe flooding resulting from enhanced 
electro-osmotic transport restricted the operation of the MEA elec-
trolyser to current densities under 1,000 mA cm−2, experiments with 
the doubly loaded Cu/Fe-N-C s-GDE were transferred to a flow cell 
equipped with a thin buffer layer (2 mm) in the cathodic compart-
ment, between the membrane and the catalyst layer41,42. The elec-
trolyte stream reduces the water chemical potential gradient and 
enables high current operation at the cost of the increased cell resis-
tance (0.20 to ~0.60 Ω for the MEA cell versus 1.00 to ~1.10 Ω for 
the flow cell) (Supplementary Fig. 2). After doubling the loading, 
the Cu/Fe-N-C s-GDE achieves a jC2+ of 1071.7 mA cm−2 and a C2+ 
FE of 89.3% at 3.38 V (Fig. 5b–d and Supplementary Fig. 25). These 
values correspond to 1.8× and 1.2× increases in the jC2+ and C2+ FE, 
respectively, compared to those for a pure Cu GDE tested in the flow 
cell under identical conditions (Supplementary Fig. 26). Moreover, 
the C2H4 FE rises to 63.5% at jC2H4 of 761.7 mA cm−2. The half-cell 
energy efficiency to C2H4 in the flow cell is 40.1%, while the full-cell 
energy efficiency is 16.9% due to high ohmic resistance in the cell 
with the thin electrolyte layer (Supplementary Fig. 27; see Methods 
for description of efficiency calculation).

Long-term stability and CO2 cross-over. The flooding of the CL 
restricts the long-term operation at current densities exceeding 
500 mA cm−2 in the MEA electrolyser (Supplementary Fig. 28). 
Therefore, the long-term durability of Cu/Fe-N-C s-GDE was 

assessed in the flow cell. The Cu/Fe-N-C s-GDE maintained over 
80 and 60% FEs to C2+ products and C2H4, respectively, for 24 h at 
an operating jtotal of 680 mA cm−2 (Fig. 5e). After 24 h, the jtotal fluctu-
ated, and the FEs to C2+ products and C2H4 decayed due to pressure 
build-up in the CO2 feed, accompanied by electrolyte flowing out 
from the gas flow channel and, subsequently, a short supply of CO2 
reactants. Decreasing the jtotal to 430 mA cm−2 prolonged durability 
to almost 120 h; however, the FEs to C2H4 (45%) and C2+ products 
(70%) were lowered (Supplementary Fig. 29).

Another challenge in the development of MEAs for CO2R is mit-
igating the cross-over of the feed CO2 through the anion-exchange 
membrane in the form of (bi)carbonate anions. When calculat-
ing the carbonate cross-over of the Cu/Fe-N-C s-GDE (Methods), 
it is observed that such cross-over consumes 22.5% of the total 
CO2 feedstock. Previous work has demonstrated that the carbon 
cross-over can be lessened with an acidic or neutral catholyte43,44, 
or by employing a bipolar membrane (BPM)45. The use of acidic 
electrolytes or BPMs is beyond and ancillary to the scope of the 
present work; the presented results and understandings should 
equally apply to any CO2 cross-over mitigation strategy. However, 
to mitigate the cross-over and to provide another point of compari-
son between our study and the literature, CO2 reduction with the 
Cu/Fe-N-C s-GDE was also performed in an MEA cell using 0.1 M 
KHCO3 anolyte (Supplementary Fig. 30). As expected, the carbon-
ate cross-over declines from 22.5% to 17.5% of the total, which, 
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while not a substantial suppression of the cross-over, is a marked 
improvement. However, the achievable current density also declines 
compared to that observed for 0.5 M KOH due to increased ohmic 
resistance through the membrane and higher kinetic overpoten-
tials for CO2R at the cathode and oxygen evolution reaction at the 
anode46. Nevertheless, the performance remains quite competitive 
with previous studies in 0.1 M KHCO3 electrolyte (Supplementary 
Table 4), showing the generality of the findings. Future work should 
seek to employ these engineered tandem electrodes in cells with 
cross-over mitigation strategies (for example, BPMs, acidic electro-
lytes) to further enhance single-pass conversion of the fed CO2.

Conclusions
Tandem catalysts designed to convert CO2 into C2+ products must 
efficiently manage the CO intermediate to achieve high FE for C2+ 
at high jC2+. In this work, we designed a simple yet efficient s-GDE 
in which a short, heavily loaded CO-selective CL segment placed 
at the inlet of the s-GDE prolongs the residence time of generated 
CO in the subsequent Cu CL segment where C–C coupling takes 

place. By optimizing the relative lengths and loadings of Cu and 
Ag in a Cu/Ag s-GDE, we maximized the residence time of CO in 
the Cu CL segment to facilitate a 300% increase in CO utilization 
compared to a non-segmented Cu/Ag GDE. Moreover, we found 
that a 250% increase in jC2+ relative to pure Cu could be achieved 
using an optimized Cu:Ag area ratio of 1.00:0.05. A 2D continuum 
model verified the effects of CL area ratios, residence time and feed 
flow rate on the θ∗CO on the observed enhancements in jC2+. Lastly, 
using the s-GDE design and a Cu/Fe-N-C tandem CL, 90% FE to 
C2+ products at a jC2+ exceeding 1 A cm−2 and a half-cell energy 
efficiency for CO2-to-C2H4 conversion of 40.1% was achieved. The 
s-GDE architecture employed in the present study presents unique 
opportunities for application in industrial systems for CO2 electrol-
ysis. Aside from the achievement of high C2+ current densities and 
FEs with a relatively low loading of Ag, the present study leverages 
along-the-channel gradients to enhance CO utilization in a tandem 
catalyst. These downstream concentration gradients will be more 
pronounced in industrial systems that employ larger electrodes 
for CO2 reduction at scale. Therefore, it can be imagined that the 
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developed s-GDE scheme would be even more effective at scale, 
and future studies should aim to examine the performance of these 
s-GDEs within industrial-scale electrolysers, cell sizes, and distinct 
flow-channel architectures to enhance the readiness of the emerging 
technology.

Methods
Multiphysics simulation. The simulation was performed using the COMSOL 
Multiphysics v.5.6 software package. The Navier–Stokes equations were used to 
solve the bulk fluid transport within the flow channel. Darcy’s law described the 
flow of fluid through a porous medium. The concentration of species was solved 
throughout the domain by solving species conservation and the θ*CO was defined by 
the Langmuir adsorption model. Supplementary Methods provide more detailed 
information regarding the simulations.

Preparation of the segmented gas-diffusion electrode. The Cu catalyst ink was 
prepared by dispersing 200 mg of Cu nanoparticles (25 nm, Millipore Sigma) in a 
solvent mixture, followed by ultrasonication for 30 minutes. The solvent mixture 
was composed of 20 ml water, 20 ml isopropyl alcohol and 500 μl Sustainion 
XA-9 ionomer solution (5 wt%). The Ag (20–40 nm, Alfa Aesar), ZnO (<100 nm, 
Millipore Sigma) and Fe-N-C catalyst inks were prepared using the same 
procedure. The volume of solvent and ionomer solution was adjusted in proportion 
to the catalyst weight. The Cu catalyst ink was first sprayed onto the 8.0 × 25.0 cm2 
gas-diffusion layer (GDL, Sigracet 39BC) to fabricate a uniform Cu GDE. The 
actual loading of Cu catalyst was 0.40 mg cm−2 unless otherwise stated. The catalyst 
loading was determined by weighing the electrode before and after the spraying. 
This Cu GDE was then cut into four equal pieces (2.0 × 25.0 cm2). Three of them 
were used for subsequent coating with CO-selective catalyst inks, while the fourth 
piece was used as a control electrode.

The Cu GDE was then covered by various templates made of polyethylene 
terephthalate plastic. The templates were machined to open windows with different 
lengths of 0.10, 0.20, 0.40, 0.80, 1.20, 1.60 and 1.90 cm. Afterwards, the Ag catalyst 
ink was sprayed onto the Cu CL to form an Ag CL segment with a constrained area 
at one end of the electrode. The mass of Ag catalyst was fixed to 0.04 mg for each 
1.0 cm2 stacked s-GDE. The quantity was determined by weighing a large piece of 
the electrode before and after the spraying. The templates with lengths of 1.0 mm 
and 19.0 mm were used together to fabricate the coplanar Cu/Ag s-GDE. The mass 
of Cu and Ag catalyst in each 1.0 cm2 coplanar Cu/Ag s-GDE was also 0.40 and 
0.04 mg, respectively. Following spraying, the s-GDEs were dried at 60 °C in the 
vacuum oven. Finally, the big sheet of stacked s-GDE was cut into smaller samples 
with dimensions of 2.00 cm (length, L) × 0.50 cm (width, W) corresponding to an 
area of 1.00 cm2 for the electrochemical tests. For the coplanar Cu/Ag s-GDE, the 
Cu and Ag CLs had the same width of 0.50 cm, and the segment areas were 0.95 
and 0.05 cm2 for Cu and Ag CLs, respectively. The Cu/Ag (1.00:1.00) s-GDE, which 
has an equal area of 1.00 cm2 for Cu and Ag CLs segments, was equivalent to the 
l-GDE. The Cu/ZnO and Cu/Fe-N-C s-GDEs were fabricated by following the 
same procedure. The doubly loaded Cu/Fe-N-C s-GDE contained a Cu loading of 
0.80 mg cm−2 and Fe-N-C mass of around 0.08 mg for each 1.0 cm2 electrode.

Preparation of modified s-GDEs. To prepare the modified s-GDEs, the uniform 
Cu CL (0.40 mg cm−2) segment (2.00 × 0.50 cm2) was first coated onto the GDL, 
followed by a condensed Ag CL segment (0.20 (L) × 0.50 (W) cm2) at the inlet. The 
amount of Ag catalyst (0.04 mg for each 1.0 cm2 electrode) was kept the same for all 
electrodes. The area and position of the Ag CL segment were precisely controlled 
by a machined template. Afterwards, a subsegment of the Cu CL with length 
varying from 0 to 1.80 cm was exfoliated off the GDL by 3M Magic tape until the 
microporous layer of black carbon was entirely exposed. The exposed GDL was 
then sealed by epoxy to prevent the undesired hydrogen evolution reaction from 
occurring on the carbon (Supplementary Fig. 31). The backside of the exposed 
carbon paper was sealed as well to prevent the gas from diffusing into the carbon 
paper in the exfoliated area.

Preparation of Fe-N-C catalyst. The Fe-N-C catalyst was synthesized according 
to our previous report47. Briefly, 1 g of the PBX 51 powder (Cabot) was oxidized 
by the oxygen plasma and then dispersed in 100 ml of 5 mg ml−1 ferric chloride 
hexahydrate (Millipore Sigma) solution. After sonicating for 2 h, followed by 
stirring for 12 h, the precipitate was collected by centrifuging and was dried in the 
oven overnight. Next, 100 mg of the carbon substrate was ground together with 
300 mg of dicyandiamide and pyrolyzed in the tube furnace at 650 °C for 2 h under 
the N2 stream. The obtained black powder was then washed in 1 M HNO3 for 12 h. 
Finally, after drying the powder in the oven overnight, the Fe-N-C catalyst was 
ready to use.

Electrode characterization. The cross-sectional area of the electrode was imaged 
by SEM (FEI SCIOS DualBeam). The SEM samples were prepared by breaking the 
electrodes in the liquid N2. The optical images of electrodes were taken by optical 
microscopes (Keyence VHX-2000E).

The electrochemically active surface area was determined by measuring the 
double-layer capacitance (Cdl) of the corresponding electrodes in Ar-purged 1.0 M 
KOH in an H-type electrolyser. To exclude the effect of carbon paper, the backside 
of the electrode was sealed with epoxy and only left the CL exposed. The scan rate 
varied from 10 to 100 mV s−1 in the non-Faradaic potential range. The obtained 
current was plotted as a function of the scan rate to derive the Cdl.

CO2 electrochemical reduction in the MEA electrolyser. The activity and 
selectivity of both s-GDE and l-GDE were tested in a customized MEA 
electrolyser comprising the GDE cathode, Sustainion anion-exchange membrane 
and the Ni-Fe LDH coated Ni foam as the anode. The 0.50 M KOH or 0.10 M 
KHCO3 anolyte stream that flowed through the anode at a rate of 5.00 ml min−1 
was controlled by a peristaltic pump (Harvard Apparatus P70-7000).  
The dry CO2 feedstock was supplied to the cathode at a rate of 20 standard cubic 
centimetres per minute (sccm) controlled by a mass flow controller (Alicat 
Scientific MC-100SCCM-D). The applied cell voltage was controlled  
by a potentiostatic/galvanostatic station (Solartron EnergyLab XM). The  
anode potential was monitored online in reference to a saturated calomel 
electrode. The gas products were quantified by gas chromatography  
(GC, Agilent 7890B), while liquid products were measured by 1H NMR 
spectroscopy (Bruker AV500).

The FE of each gas product was calculated on the basis of a previous equation 
where the outlet CO2 flow rate was accurately measured29. For the measurement of 
outlet CO2 flow rate, a constant stream of Ar gas (10 sccm) was used as an internal 
reference and evenly mixed with the cell outlet gas stream before it was injected 
into the GC column. The standard curve for CO2 flow rate was established by 
a similar way of mixing the 10 sccm Ar gas with a pure CO2 stream with a flow 
rate varying from 5 to 100 sccm. The concentration of other gas components was 
quantified by using CO2 as the internal reference. The standard GC calibration 
curves for the other gas components were established based on three standard 
calibration gases, comprising 1,000, 2,000 and 5,000 ppm of H2, CO, CH4, C2H4 and 
C2H6, respectively, with CO2 as the balance gas.

The internal ohmic resistance between the cathode and anode was 
determined by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy operated under 
open-circuit voltage with a frequency ranging from 105 Hz to 0.01 Hz. Almost 
90% of the measured cell resistances ranged from 0.20 to 0.30 Ω, while around 
10% of cell resistance ranged from 0.50 to 0.60 Ω. Contact resistances resulting 
from cell assembly contributed 0.10 Ω variance, whereas variations in the 
membrane ion conductivity from batch to batch accounted for another 0.30 Ω 
variance. Therefore, to deconvolute the impacts of these variances from the 
kinetic performance, the cell voltage was IR compensated unless otherwise 
stated. All the reported cell voltages were corrected by the measured cell internal 
resistance loss under each specific test unless otherwise stated. For the modified 
s-GDEs, the cathode potential was obtained by subtracting the recorded anode 
potential from the IR-free cell voltage.

The full-cell energy efficiency for a specific product i was assessed according to

EEi,full−cell(%) =
E0i
Vcell

× FEi(%) (1)

where E0i  is the equilibrium cell voltage (E0i = E0anode − E0i, cathode) for a specific 
product i; Vcell is the applied cell voltage; FEi is the Faradaic efficiency of product i.

The half-cell energy efficiency for a specific product i was calculated by the 
following equation:

EEi,half−cell(%) =
E0i

E0anode − Ecathode
× FEi(%) (2)

where Ecathode is the applied cathode potential.

CO2 reduction in the flow cell. The flow cell, including a 2 mm buffer layer of 
catholyte (0.5 M KOH), has a larger ohmic resistance (1.00 to 1.10 Ω) than that for 
the MEA electrolyser. The test conditions in the flow cell were generally identical 
to those in the MEA electrolyser except that a catholyte was supplied at a flow rate 
of 0.5 ml min−1.

Long-term stability test in the MEA electrolyser and flow cell. The long-term 
stability was operated under potentiostatic mode in which the cell voltage was 
controlled by the Solartron EnergyLab XM. During the long-term testing, gas and 
liquid products were periodically quantified by GC and 1H NMR, respectively.

Calculation of the CO2 reduction performance on each subsegment. The Cu 
CL subsegment (Si) as shown in Fig. 3e was defined as the difference in Cu CL 
segments between two consecutive modified s-GDEs (Ei) as follows:

S1 = E1 (3)

Si = Ei − Ei−1, (6 ≥ i ≥ 2) (4)
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where i is an integer. Correspondingly, the jC2+
 for each subsegment was calculated 

by finding the total current in each subsegment and dividing by the subsegment 
area as follows:

jC2+
(S1) =

IC2+
(E1)

A(E1)
(5)

jC2+
(Si) =

IC2+
(Ei) − IC2+

(Ei−1)

A (Ei) − A(Ei−1)
, (6 ≥ i ≥ 2) (6)

In this equation, IC2+
(Ei) is the total C2+ current (units of mA) in segment Ei, 

A(Ei) is the area of segment Ei and jC2+
(Si) is the C2+ current density (units of 

mA cm−2) in subsegment Si.

Calculation of the outlet CO flow rate from each subsegment. The outlet CO 
flow rate for each Si was directly converted from the ICO for the corresponding Ei 
according to the following equation:

QCO(Si) =
ICO(Ei)
nF

(7)

where the QCO (mol s−1) represents the flow rate of CO along the y axis of the 
electrode within a given subsegment, n is the number of electron transfers (n = 2) 
and F is Faraday’s constant.

Calculation of CO2 cross-over. This work applied an Ar stream with a constant 
flow rate as an internal standard to calibrate the CO2 flow rate; so that the CO2 flow 
rate at the outlet can be accurately measured, as shown below.

QCO2

QAr
= a ×

ACO2

AAr
+ b (8)

where the QCO2 and QAr are the volumetric flow rate of CO2 and Ar, while the QAr 
is 10.00 sccm; ACO2 and AAr represent the peak area of CO2 and Ar in the GC trace; 
and a and b are the slope and intercept of the calibration curve, respectively.

The difference in CO2 flow rate between the inlet and outlet accounts for the 
CO2 consumption and the CO2 cross-over to the anode side. The volumetric rate of 
CO2 (V̇ ) consumed by the Faradaic reaction can be calculated from the current.

V̇consumption =

∑ Ii
ni∗F × R × T

P
(9)

where n is the number of charge transfers for product i; F is the Faradaic constant; 
R is the gas constant; P is the gas pressure; and T is the temperature.

Therefore, the volume of CO2 cross-over can be calculated as follows.

V̇crossover = V̇inlet − V̇outlet − V̇consumption (10)
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